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Consequently, assuming the yearly motion to bA constant, we find for 
the 14-monthly motion, bath from the x and the y, values of the am
plitude that decrease pretty regularly and pretty rapidly 1). FOl' the 
epoch we find from the first and the second period a fairly good agree
ment 2), whereas from the third we find ä decidedly deviating value. 

The reality of this last deviation is not very probable, and this 
tenus to diminish the force ofthe arguments which are in favour of thc 
acceptation of a decl'ease of the amplitude, which might be explained 
hy frictiollal influences 3). 

Physics. - "The properties of the p1'eSSl/1'o curves for co-existing 
phases of mixtures". By Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS. 

In the "Verslagen en Mededeelingen der .Akademie voor 1891" 
I have deduced an explicite expression fol' the pressure in thc case 
that one of the phases of a mixturè may be considered as a 
rarefied gas. 

Since th at time the course of the value of the pressure for diffe
rent mixtures has been determined experimentally in different ways, 
sa that we are enabled to test the/ given fOl'mula at the results of 
the experiments. 

In the given formula aa auxiliary quantity !.ltr oceure, whieh 

represents: pv - JPdV or pv-MBTlog(v-bx)- : ' while the difi'e-

rential coeffieient of this quantity with respect to 1/:', viz. (dflZ
) 

dJ: pT 

d az 

b:r 
may be approximately equated to - d:v 

As examples I drawattention to two shapes of these curves, 
whieh have been communicated in the Proceedings of this Academy : 
lat. hy Mr. HARTMAN for mixtures of CHa Cl and CO2 and 2nd by 
Mr. CUNAEUS for mixtures of .Acetone and Ether. The cUI',Ye traeed 
by Mr. HARTMAN is rem ar kal>le on account of the simple shupe of 
p = f (:rl), whieh is almost a straight line, and that of Mr. CUNAEUS 

1) See also 41'chiv. Néetl. T. 1I, p. 475 (29). 
2) See nlso "tf1ochiv. Née-rl. T. 1I, p. 469 (23). 
S) CHANDLER, finds hy his empiricnl theory that the amplitude vnries periodically 

nnd decreuses in the years consideJ'ed. It 5eelllB to me howevel' that the foundation 
of his formulu is not yet sufficiently certuin. 
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on account <Jf the fact; that iu tl.e curve P = 1 (a'2) a distinct inflectiol1 
point occurs, 

The investigatioll in llOW fal' these CUl ves 11gree with the -given 
form uIa, will show that in one respect these two shapes may he 
cOllsidered as two limiting cases. For simplicity's sake I shall write 

henceforth pa: instead of ~. In the same way I shall repl'esent 
MRT 

(~I'a:) 
"d.c pT by ,u'a:, and a sirnilar expl'ession for thc second diflerential 

1IlRT 
coefficient by ft"a:. The value of these quantities for,l' = 0 and .v = 1 
will be: !lO' p'o, .u"o and PI' P'I and P"I' Then p rnay be repre
sented by the formula: 

or 
, I 

P = Po (1-.TI) el'-:tl - 1'-0- x, 1'-:&1 + Pl .Tl el':&.-I'-I +(1-:&1) 1':&1 , 

ln general we cannot express P expliciteJy as function of .T2' But 
for the same vaJue of P we have the following relation between .l'1 

and .T2 which may be derived from the equality of (dl/!) for the 
d.v vT 

two phases: 

Xl' .T2 
~e"'xi 
1-1l'1 l-1l'2 

Tf we take iuto consideration, that for very low temperatures, 
d az 

the value of I"z is approximately equal to - d~z , we may indi· 

cate a few limiting cases for the course of the quantities ~, and 
ba: 

the shapes which the pressure curves will assume in these Iimiting 
shapes. I have already assumed in my: "Théorie Moléculaire" that 

d att 

by approximation p'tt may be equated to - ~ alld the deductions 
d.v 

which have there been obtained from this assumption, have since 
been confirmed to sueh an extent by the properties of the plaitpoint 
curves for mixtures, which show a minimum critical temperature, 
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that I feel justified in deriving further results from this approxi
mation. I shall, ho wever, first derive other cquations which are 
independent of this approximation from the given valucs for p. 

If ' ,... -111 ,..., -1 ,...' I! 1 we wnte p = MRT e 111. 1 111. { l-aJl + xl e a"1}, then lol ows: 

(ef'~I_ 1) [1 +.cl (1 - xl) ,u~.J 
-

This latter value agrees perfectly with that which is found by 
stm ting from the rigorously correct equation: 

if compal'ed with v2, the volume of a molecule in the vapour phasis, 

we neglect the value of VI and (dOl) and equate v2 to MRT. 
d.cl pT P 

We may namely put l/1 + pv for t;; we find then: 

( dt;) .rl ('dft ) - = A-IRT log ---+ -
dll11 pT 1 - ICI ckl pT 

and 

(d
2t;Z) = J.l1RT + (d2~) . 

dJJI pT :1'1 (1 - 1111) dirl pT 

Af ter elimination of oX2 we find: 

The following wel1known facts may be deduced from this equation: 
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From 

we deduce 

(1 - 2 a'l) ,n" +.Tl (1 - .Tl) plll 
:1'1 :1'1 

+--------------------
or 

Let us put same special cases: 

Put 

then: 
""':1'1 1 ' 0 e = or ,U:I' I = " • • • • • • (a) 

Ir '" 't' d'},p. 1 't' 'th' th' f-l
ZI 

IS pOSlive, ---:i 18 a sa pOSlive; SO In IS case ere IS 
d:Vl 

a minimum pressure, But from the assumption that ilfRT pi may 
XI 

_ d(a
x1 

) d'}, (~) 
, bXI f I bXI be equated wlth 0 Iows: MRT ft" == - d:r: '}, • We 

dZl XI' 1 

conclude therefore, that at very low T therc is a tninimum pressure 

for that mixture, for which ;: has a maximum value. A mixture 

with a maximum value for a(D has, however, not been found as 
ba; 

yet, and it is even doubted whether this will ever oecur for normal 
substanees. 

------------- -
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If ft;, IS negative, then d
2p

2 
is negative, when 1 + 3'1 (1 - 3'1) 1-< 

d.r] 

is positive. 80 there is for p a maximum value for that mixture 

which shows a minimum for Ofl). And numerous instanees of this 
bfl) 

have been found. If p~, has so great a negative vnIue, that 

1-+:1'1 (1 - !l'l) .u~1 is aIso negative, theu p has again a minimum 

vaIue. That 1 + Xl (1 - :l'1) ,u;, is ncgative, implies however: that 

(dd
2
!;2) is negative, aod can therefore on1y oeeur for unstable phases. 

".vI pT 
And for this too we -may say that it is very doubtfu1, whether this 
can ever be the case for mixtures of normal substances. 

If 
11'1 = 0 , • • • • • • • • • (b) 

we find: 

If the pressure is increasing at Xl = 0, then ((l2P2) bas tbe same 
dXl 0 

sign as ft"O' If the pressure shou1d aIso increase on the side where 
11'1=1, and if there shouJd therefore be a maximum pressure for a 

d2 

eertain vaIue of 11'1' th en the quantity d P2 has all over the curve 
.rl 

p =/(a'l) thc sign pil, which is necessari1y negative. The supposition 
a d2 _ 

r" IJ kb f" that we may put MTRP-~; = - --" 1 ma es t e slg'n 0 f-ix depen-
I d,r'" 

dent on; 

at least if we may repIace b12 1>y the approximate va1ue bI + bf],. 
, 2 

But even though this shou1d not be quite accurate, yet it is not io 
be expected that the vallle of P~ should deviate much from the 

given formul~, The given formuIa makes ~he sign of f-i; dcpenc1ent 
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(
al a2 '> a12 ) 11 h on b
I
2 + b

2
2 - - hl b

2 
' so that a over t e curve the sign remain_s 

invariable. 
If on one of the sides the pressure sbould decrease, and if we 

put on that side 11'1 = 0, then tbe value of etJ.'o is smaller than l. 
. $. 11'2 1 (d2p ) We get then -~ < 1. But not before -=<-, the sign of -

$1 11'1 2 .d;r/' 0 

will differ from that of pilO' 

If we have the exceptional case that there is a maximum 
pressure just on one of tho sides then' etJ.'o = 1, and tberefore 

d~ -
( ~) == p1/i'IJ' This is almost, if not quite the case fol' the mixtures 
·d.r1 

of acetone and ether investigated hy Mr. CUN AEUS. On the ether
side tbe pressLU'e is maximum, and the simpie shape of the curve 

d2p 
p = {(II'I)' for ",hich the curvature is always such that - < 0, 

d.r12 

follows immediately from this supposition. I 

In tbis curve of CUNAEUS we have the case that one of the mix
tures has a minimum critical temperature, tbough it is \ one of the 
components, but on the ather hand in the curve of HARTMAN we 
have almost, jf not quite the case, that ,,'x is constant for all values 
of :1', and that there is therefore no question of a minimum critical 
temperature - not even if we sbould take IC far beyond the limits 
of at = 0 and {); = 1. It is not to be expected that this will ever 
be rigorously the case. Only if we put for bx the approximate 

a 
value bI (I-a:) + &2 X, ~ would be a linear funciion of J', in case 

b:c 

al °2 a12 • 1 B 'f 1 . d -+--2- IS equa to zero. ut even 1 we (0 not llItro uee 
b1

2 bl' b1&2 

this approximate value of bx, we may at least imagine as limiting 

case sueb a value of~, that it differs little from a straight line 
bx 

between 0 and 1. As limiting case we may thercforc pilt ft/x = constant. 
Then we get I'Xt - I/:IP':c, =- Po and P'I',I + (I-a:) u/x, =.al' ~LlJ(l 

or 

COllsequently 'P = f (J'J) is exactly a straight line, which HARTMAN 
has found for mixtures öf CO2 and CHs Cl by approxirnation. 

Moreover, it follows irnmediutely from the value which we have 
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ede d
2
p h 'f ) t" d 1 111 1 10UD lUl' --, t at I we a ways pu Px aD so a so /-lx , as equa 

d,r lil, ,1 I 

to zero, tbe value of th is qUBDtHy is al ways equa] to zero, and the 
pressure must be represented by a straight line. 

'In this special case it is also possible to give p = f ({t~) explici
citely. We have namely as relation between :1'1 and ,Til,: 

or 

and 
Po 
-,r2 
PI 

Q'l=-----
Po 

l-J'2 + -:1'2 
PI 

Substituting theRe values wo Hnd: 

PoPI 
p = PI (1- .T2) + 'Po J'2 • 

Thc curve P = f (J'l/.) traeed by HARTMAN, resc::mbles a hypel'hola, 
but it dcviates too much from it for the deviations to be ascribed 
to cxperimental errors. But in reality, these ouservations have been 
made at a tOD high temperature for eonsidcring the vapour phasis 

"all a rarefiecl gasphasis, Specially for eal'bonic acid, where tbe pres
sure was even greater than 45 atmospheres, the dcviations, eaused 
hy it, must Jlave bc('n eOllsiderable. It wouJd be interesting to 
illycstignte whether at alowel' temperatul'e (HAR'rMAN obscrved at 
!)0,5) tho vapoururanch would approach close!' to n hyperhola, 

Wc may in this case write fo!' P = f (x'},): 

1 1-3'2 [til, 

-=--+-, 
P Po PI 

f!'Om which, as we are here concerned with gasphascs, follows: 

v = t'o (1-'/'2) + vI :1'2 • 

If we take tberefore an arbitrary quantity of t,he saturated vapour 
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of tbe first substance, and aIso an arbitrary quantity of tbe saturated 
vapour of the sflcond, and if they mix in a volume which is the 
sum of the two volumes, the mixture is again saturated vapour. 
This rosult deviates altogether from the 1aw of DAL TON applied 
to saturated vapour. But this law of DAL'l'ON will on1y hold 
good as ao approximation, if the liquid, which would be formed 
through condenf:lation, may be considered as unmixed liquid. 

Tt is woll-known tbat DANIEL BERTIIELOT has put (1,122 = a1Q2: 1 
have refuted this opinion some time ago, first because the ground 
whicb was alleged for concluding to this relation, seemed ineorrcct 
to me, as it does still, but secondly because the great variety, which 
the critical phenomena of mixtures show, seemed to me to clash 
with the assumption of such a simple relation betweoll a12' a] and a2. 

Since 1 have 1earned to ascribe many complications, which mixtures 
show, to the anomaly of thfl components themselves, a great many 
objections, which I had against the relatioll a]2 = Val a2, have lost 
their weigbt, and any rate I tbink it desirabIe to keep in view at 
every phenomenon thc possibility, that tbis relation should be ful-

filled. If we do so also in this Gase, the condition th~t all! be a , b
z 

linear function of a'l, becornes at least by approximation the following: 

or the critical expressions of the components are the samp. Now it 
is indeed remarkable, th at in the mixture of HARTlIIAN, for which 
the critical temperatures are almost in thc proportion of 3 to 4, 
the critical expressions differ comparativcly little - that of 002 

being equal to 73 and that of CHs Cl to 65 or 66 atrnospheres. 
The condition that the critical expre'lsions must be the same for 

the cornponents, is fulfilled if Tc~::=; TCI :: ' so if the critica1 tem~ 
peratures are proportional to the volumes of tho molecules. And 
though this condition is not quite fulfiJIed for CO2 and CHs Cl, yct it is 
tulfilled in au iMornparably greater degree thau fOI' the other examined 
mixtures, for which the substance with tbe smallest molecule pos· 
sesses the highest critical temperatul'e. So is in a mixture of acetonc 
and ether the critica! temperature of ether 10wer than that of acetone, 
whel'eas the volume of the molecules of ether exceeds that of aeetone. 

h h d·· Val Va
2. t 'I t f 1 For acetone and et er t e con ItIon - = - IS eer llID y no u· 

bI l'2 
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filled and in close connection with this is the great difference in the 
curve cleterrnined by CUNAEUS as compared with that of HARTMAN 1). 

In what precedes we have been specially occupied with the dif~ 
ference in the course of p = f (lVI) for these mixtures. Let us also 
pay attention to p = (x2)' As the elirnination of orl from the equation: 

tel pI X2 
--6 lIJ. 

I-Xl l-x2 

is not possible, when 1/lIIl depends on xl, p can generally not be 
dp 

expressed explicitely in X2. Yet we may deduce formulae for -
dX2 

d2p 
and -2' which are of importance for the determination of the dif

dX2 

ferent shapes of these curves. 
From the two strictly accurate equations: 

and 

foUows, in case the second phasis is a rarE'fied vapour-phasis, and 
we may consequently put V21 = V2 and VI2 = - V2: 

or 

When the second phasis follows the gas la,ws suffiC'iently, the 
second term is simplified to the form given here. 

By means of this relation between dx] and dX2 and of the relation 
x2 Xl pI -- = -- e 1111 , we find: 

l-a:2 I-Xl 

1) The value of a l9 C!lIClllllted by MI. QUINT for mixtUles of Ol H !llld C~ Ha. how
everl does not fuiftl the leiatlOll a'2 = Va1a2• 

L2 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol lIL 
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~ dp =~ dp dll'1 = (l-e-""a/I)(l-wJ +.1'1 e(J-'Xl) 
P d:r2 P d!Cl d1'2 

or 
dp ( -WJ: )( (J-'X) d:ts =P 1-e I l-ICI + xl e 1 

It appeaJ's from this formuIa that p as function of .1:2 presents a 

maximum or a minimum I)nly whaD lXI = 1. In the case, that a 
10ngitudina.l plait exists, thore are two more values of 1'1; for whieh 
p as fUllction of 1'1 migbt become Jllaximum or minimum in the 
unstable region, but this is not the case for p as function of 3's. 
The curve p = 1(3'2) presents two ousps for the values of li's, 

"hieh are conjugated to those values of :rl, for which ) +a'l(l-.Tl) fl;1 
should be zero. This I have already pointed out in the Théor. Mol. 

dSp 
In order to determine - we di:lfèrentiate the log-arithm of the 

d.Ts'" 
last equation, which yields; 

d2p 
d:1:29, d:c} \ 1 dp • 
-= - ---r-
dp d.rs I p MI 

dx'}, 

",'x lL'x 11 - tL'XI I 
(e 1_ 1) + 1'1 e Ipx + e llx, 

1 - 1'1 + .Tl e""Xl 1 - e -",'XI 

or 

Special cases are: 
d2p d"l • 

(a) Be 1 +:tI (1 - Xl) ft" = 0, tben - = 00, as - 18 CX) 
x, d.r9,S dJ'5}, 

in this case. We have alreaày pointed out, that tbe curve p = !(.rs) 
presents cusps in the points conjugated to these values of 3'1' 

ciJ'p !-til x 
(b) Be ,u'XI = 0, thon - = p I. If wc cam-

d:rs'" 1 + ,/;'1 (1 - J'1) ,i/x, 
d"l,p 

pare this va]ue with -2' it appears, that at the point of coniaet 
dJ'l 

tbc two curves p = f (.rl) and p = f (il'",) lie on the same side of thc 
tangent. The curvatures however are unequal, ex:cept in the case, 
that for sueh a point Xl = O. For the mixt~re of acetone and ether 
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this exceptfon oceurs at least approximately on the side of the ether. 

(
d2p ) 2 (el"o - ])g + .u~ 

(c) Be a'l = 0, then d2 =Po ( ')2 . 
:Cg 0 el' 0 

This equation shows, that (d2p
g) will be negative only hy 

,dx2 0 

exceptioll; only when ,u 1/0 is negative and bas a nllmel'ic value, 
greater than (8 fL'0 - 1)2. It may however occur, and that on both 
sides for mixtures with maximum~pressure. 1t tbc following three 
figures the curves p =/([1;1) and p =/(:1'll), which may then occur, 
are drawn. 

Fig. I. Fig, 2. Fig. 3. 

In fig. 1 a curve has been drawn, for wbich the maximum· 
pressure is not much greater tban the pressures on both sides, and 
for which therefore efL'o - 1 has a small value, even on the sides. 
As in the case of 9. maximum-presRure the quantÏLy ft" is negativf', 

( d
2p

'),) may be negative on both sides. 
d.r2 0 

In fig.' 2 this is the case only on one sjde, while in fig. 3 the 

( , . d b h d
2
p , value of efL 0- 1) IS suppose to e great enoug , to caust:! -n to 

dJJ2"' 

be positive on both sides. 
Thc curve, traeed by Mr. CUN.A.EUS re]ating to his investigation 

Oll acetono anll ether is therefore to be considel'ed as either the 
lcfthnnd Ol' the righthaud half of fig. 3, alld the point of iufiection, 
which he has found, was to be expected, as on the side of acetone 

I f ' (.rg 
- Xl)' h . 3 tIe value 0 efLo - 1 = IS rat er great, VIZ. ,5. 
al 0 

From the value of a'l and .r2 , at which the point of infil'ction bas 
been found, we may derive the value of tt" with the aid of the 

x( 

12* 
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d2p 
formula we have found for -d Q' To th at pllrpose we have to equo.te 

3'2~ 

dp d.vi x2 1 -.vI -
the factor of - -- to zero. If we substitute for 

dllJ2 d.r2 1 - .v2 .vI 
el'-' ,xl, we may write this factor as follows: 

From this we deduce for the point of inflection: 
2 (1IJ2 -]1)2 

.vI (1 - .vI) 
- fix, = ------:-::---:----

2 (:1'2 - xIYl, + .vI (1 - IIJI) 

In the experiments of Mr. OUNAEUS, we nre not perfcctly sure 
of the valueR of .rl and '(2 for the point of inflection 1). The numerjc 
value of IJU cannot therefore be iJUnd with accuracy. Put r-

xI 

1 
:1'1 = - and 

2 

2 I' 8 
0'2 = -, then the value of - f.l,x = -, put IIJI = 0,45 

Ö I 11 
( 

and 0'2 = 0,65, then the value of - ft" , will be found sJightly less 
XI 

than unity. 
We can predict the course of the critical curves for mixtures of 

acetone and ethpr, from the proper ties of the pressure-curves for 
these rnixtut'es at low temperatures. Let us imagine tbe critical 
curve, either the plaitpoint-curve or the curve of the critical points 
of contact of Cl Hand O2 H6, and let us take the upper half of it, 
i.e. that part, that lies above the minimulll-temperature. That mini
mum temperatul'e, the critical point of ether, will be the starting 
point. We have theref'ol'e reason to expect that mixtures of ether 
in which a little quantity of acetone has been solved, will present 
r. c. Il. But for these cl'ltical CU1ves also it is to be expected that 
they wiJl deviatc 80 slightly from alle another, that it will be 
difficult to obsel've the retrograde condensation 2). 
------

1) In the determinatlOn of the vapour-phasis by menns of the refrJctive power, the 
circumstnnre, that 11le glnss pIntE's .tre covered with a condensed byer has an influence, 
whic~ is plobllhly large enough, to vitinte noticeably the vnlul's tonnel tur $2' 

2) Let us lmul ourselves of this occasion to point out tllnt the rule, giveu by Prof. 
KUENJi.N, to fiud 1'0 II IS not quite COlrect, Prof. KUENEN thought that 1 c 1I is to 
be looked for in mixtures of substances, of which that one, which has the highest 
criticnl tempernture, has at equal tempelatures also the highest vnponr tl'nsions. If 
we consider n plaitpoiut curve, beginning exnctly at the minimum critirnl temperature 
anel therefore lust begiuning with l' c II, the vnpour tension of the component witll 
the lli!lhest Tc will be lower thun tlwt of the otller component; !lud the more so, 
when thc dtfference between 1'e: !lnd Tel is large. 
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d2p 
Let us write the value of -2 also under tbe foJlowing form: 

dJ:g 

This form enables us to conclude to the curvature of the vapoul''' 
branch, if it lJas an unstable part 1), in consequence of the presenee of 
a longitudinal plait, which intersects the liquid branch. For this l\llstable 
part we have 1 + ,'ll1 (1 - :1'1) !/' < 0, and p" and 1+xl(1-X1),u' 

~ ~ ~ 

has the same aign. For this unstable part of the vapour branch 
d2p 

we get therefore ~2 > O. Let us imagine two values of $ll dif
dx2 

fering very little from tl~at which makes 1 + Irl (1 - :l'1) ft: =0, aud 
1 

chosen on either side of it, tben 1 + trI (1 - .r1) p" has either a 
Xl 

very small positive value or a very smal! negative one, aud therefore 

" jU 

1 + 1 XI ) " a very great positivo or a very great negative 
trI ( - $1 P 

.xr 
d'J.,p 

value. This makes 11S eonclude that the sign of -2 changes for 
dX2 

those values of a'21 which are conjugated to these, at which the 
Iiquid branch enters or lcaves the unstable region. A.t the extremities 
of tbe uIlstabIe part of tbc vapoul' branch we Hnd therefore cusps. 
Consequently the two stabIe parts of the vapour-branch end with a 

d2p 
negative value of -2' As a rule the vapour-branch at al = 0 aud 

dlr2 

d2 

11: = 1 has a positive value of i, therefore th ere are also as a rule 
dJ:22 

d2p 
two points, where -2 wiJl be equal to zero. Probably these points 

dJ'ia 

always lie ne ar thc cnsps. The following figure givcs a shape of 
the vapour branch fulfilling these conditions. 

If before its end the vapour brau('h should possess a maximum, 
the second inflection point is unnecessary and its shape wil! be 
l'eprescnted by fig. 5. 

1) We use here the term "nnstahle pnrt'\ to indicnte tbnt tlle phase" replesented 
by it, could only co-exist with uus'nble pllllses. Considered in themselves these 
phases are slable. 
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Fig. 4. }'ig. 5. 

This latter ngure ropresents the vapour branch of mixtures of 
phenol and water below the critical temperature of complete mixture. 

If thc second phasis is a rarefied gasphasis, the pressure of which 
is p, p (1-.T2) represents the partjal preSSUl'e of the 6rst component 
and P.1'2 that of the second component. The value of these quantities 
is given by 

I"' -X,I"" -1 
P (1-.1'2) = MRT(I-.1'}) e X, x, 

and 

anr! 

and 

Vl e conel ude from this: 

dp(l-a'2) l-x2 \ " ) 
= ~ p -~ -~ i· 1 + .Tl (I- X2),ux j 

doEl l- x 2 I 

dp $<), 

dlel 

änd 

p 

rttP (1 __ 1e2) = 
dorl2 

[1 + Xl (1 ~ à'] ,u:,] -
d [I + Xl (I-Xl) .u:,] 
~ ~ dXl ~ 
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By adding the two last conditions, we find: 

I • 

a form to WhlCh we mayalso rcduC'e the form given befol'c. From 
the value for the first diffel ential coefficients we deduce, that for 
substances, which are perfect]y miscible, the partial pressure of one 
component dccreases, when the second component is substituted for 
a part ,of it. From this follows that the total pressure must be 
smaller than the sum of the tensions of the separate components. 
If 1+:1'1 (I-xl) f.lzJ should be negative, the partial pressure of a 
component increases on the other hand by substItution by the second 
component. Then it wIll be the question whether the partial pressure 
cannot rise so high, that it exceeds the initial value. 

This question, howeyer, cannot be solved without the knowledge 
of the proper ties of the function p. 

Physics. - Dr. E. VAN EVERDINGEN JR.: "The HALL-effect and 
tJee increase of 1'esistance ot bismuth in the magnetic field at 
very low tempel'atures." Il. ~ Communication N°. 58 from the 
Physical Laboratory at Leiden, by Prof. H. KAMERLINGH 
ONNES). 

1. From the measurementb of the HALL-effect in bismuth at the 
boiling-point of liquid nitrous oxide anel hquid oxygcn, described in 
the Proceedings of 29 October 1899, p. 221 and 30 December 1899, 
p. 380, it appeared that the HALL-coefficient increased cOllsiderably 
with falling temperatUl'es; it hence seemed desirabie to determine 
thIS increase with greater accuracy. The measuremellts in liquid 
nitruus oxide had shown that the strength of the magnetic field had 


